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THRIVE Magazine




With this publication, you'll get fresh insights, stay on top of the latest news, and learn more about KPMG in Thailand.
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KPMG wins Microsoft Prestige Award for Supplier of the Year





KPMG wins Microsoft Prestige Award for Supplier of the Year





Award recognizes KPMG firms’ commitment to accelerating innovation and contributions to Microsoft’s success.
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KPMG firms recognized as a global leader in ESG and Sustainability Consulting
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Verdantix Green Quadrant has recognized KPMG as a global Leader in ESG and Sustainability Consulting.
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Beyond Savings: Cost optimization for the modern bank
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For cost improvements to be successful in the banking industry, they should be sustainable.
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US Capital Markets Readiness





US Capital Markets Readiness





US Capital Markets Readiness




4 min read




US Capital Markets Readiness helps you go public smoothly and efficiently
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Insurance transformation
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Insurance transformation





Modernizing the claims function
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Frontiers in Finance: Issue 65
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Frontiers in Finance: Issue 65




2 min read




Latest market insights and forward-looking perspectives for financial services leaders and professionals.
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Global Mobility and ESG
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What’s in your control?
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Long‐Term Resident Visa & Tax Benefits
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26 เมษายน 2567 | เวลา: 14:00 - 16:00 น. | เคพีเอ็มจี ประเทศไทย
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Sharing on recent transfer pricing audit cases





25 เมษายน 2567 | เวลา: 13:00 - 15:00 น. | เคพีเอ็มจี ประเทศไทย
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20 มีนาคม 2567 | เวลา: 13.00 - 16.30 น. | W Bangkok Hotel
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Submit inquiry


Submit your inquiry for KPMG services


Click here

Opens in a new window














KPMG in Thailand service brochure


Turning insights into opportunity


Click here













Careers


How we grow starts with you, and we believe how you grow matters. Join our ranks of change makers to solve important problems, together.


Click here
























Industries








Consumer & Retail


KPMG’s Consumer & Retail practice offers a full suite of audit, tax and advisory services to mitigate risk, boost competitiveness and drive value









Energy


KPMG in Thailand’s Energy Practice provides professional services to businesses in the oil, gas and mining sectors.









Financial Services


We believe our commitment to the industry and our passion in serving our firms’ clients to the very best of our abilities helps make us stand out.









Industrial Manufacturing


We help clients improve their operational performance, position themselves for future growth, and comply with tax and other regulatory requirements.









Infrastructure


KPMG's Global Infrastructure practice knows what it takes to make the right strategic choices.









Telecommunications


Communications infrastructure is an important element of an effective functioning economy and staying updated is a challenge for telecom sector.
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Audit and Assurance


Integrity, quality and independence are the building blocks of KPMG’s audit approach.
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Tax


KPMG Thailand’s tax practice helps businesses and individuals to reduce their tax burden while meeting the highest standards of compliance.
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KPMG Law


KPMG Law offers a wide range of practical legal solutions.
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Advisory


Advisory works with the world’s leading organizations to create and protect the sustainable value of their business.
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Request for proposal




Submit RFP


Submit RFP









Subscription




Subscribe Now


Subscribe to KPMG Insights
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Some or all of the services described herein may not be permissible for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or related entities.

 

© 2024 KPMG Phoomchai Holdings Co., Ltd., a Thai limited liability company and a member firm of the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Limited, a private English company limited by guarantee. All rights reserved.

For more detail about the structure of the KPMG global organization please visit https://kpmg.com/governance.
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